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9-1-1 & Geospatial Services Bureau (NGS) 

Establishment and Vision 

The NGS Bureau consists of the Public Safety Communications (PSC) Division, the Virginia Geographic Information Net-

work (VGIN) Division, and the Regional Outreach Division.  The Code of Virginia (§44.146.18:5 through 44.146.18:6) 

establishes the PSC and VGIN Divisions and assigns specific powers and duties to each. The Regional Outreach offices 

were established in early 2006 as a recommendation from the PSAP community. This bureau is the Virginia Department 

of Emergency Management’s consolidated, centralized program for delivery of services to local government 9-1-1 and 

geospatial professionals.  

Services offered by the NGS Bureau: 

 Consultative Services: Providing professional, unbiased technical assistance and consultation. 

 Governance Services: Coordinating with stakeholders to develop and promote standards and best practices, 

ensuring investments made by the Commonwealth are managed efficiently and effectively. 

 Collaborative Services: Leading or supporting efforts that increase collaboration among local and state 

agencies to improve efficiency in the delivery of services to the citizens of the Commonwealth.   

The bureau’s strategy is to focus on the following key components: 

 A strong commitment to helping our stakeholders achieve their business-oriented success; 

 An effective and collaborative approach that leverages the commonwealth’s economies of scale and pro-

vides cost effective solutions to small to mid-size state agencies and local government; and 

 A governance model coordinated among interested stakeholders including boards and professional          

associations. 

 

The Bureau’s current organizational structure assures 

collaboration across three functional areas of NGS, 

which maximizes customer service and efficiency 

through the sharing of resources. NGS enjoys strong 

relationships with state agencies and local governments 

that can be leveraged by the partnerships as services 

are expanded.  Many of the projects of NGS will require 

the active involvement of many stakeholders.  NGS 

provides staff support to the 9-1-1 Services Board 

through the PSC and VGIN Advisory Board through 

VGIN.  Please contact us if you have any questions 

about the bureau or any of the bureau’s divisions. 

Bureau Governance 

Two boards have a role in the governance of this bureau. 

The 9-1-1 Services Board (§56-484.13&14) provides direction 

and planning for the PSC though there is no direct 

supervisory relationship. The VDEM state coordinator serves 

as the chair of the 9-1-1 Services Board, therefore, this board 

exercises a great deal of influence over the activities of the 

Bureau. Similarly, the VGIN Advisory Board was created (§2.2-

2423) to advise the VGIN division and its coordinator on 

issues related to the division’s powers and duties. No direct 

supervisory relationship exists to the division or the VGIN 

coordinator, but the VDEM state coordinator also serves on 

the board and usually commits to advice provided by the 

board. 
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https://www.vaemergency.gov/divisions/911-and-geospatial/
https://law.lis.virginia.gov/vacode/title44/chapter3.2/
https://www.vaemergency.gov/911-geospatial/contact-isp/
https://law.lis.virginia.gov/vacode/title56/chapter15/
https://law.lis.virginia.gov/vacodefull/title2.2/chapter24/article10/
https://law.lis.virginia.gov/vacodefull/title2.2/chapter24/article10/
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The Marcus Alert aims to shift the current paradigm in which law enforcement is the de facto response to behavioral
health emergencies in order to prevent individuals’ unnecessary involvement in the criminal justice system. 

How do PSAPS & Marcus Alert Intersect?

Marcus Alert Information Updated October 2021

The Marcus Alert and Public Safety
Answering Points

The Marcus Alert refers to the development of three protocols for specialized responses to behavioral health
emergencies, which are: 1. Diverting 911 calls for Marcus Alert incidents to 988 (the new three-digit number for the
National Suicide Prevention Lifeline) crisis call centers. 2. An agreement (and associated policies and procedures) to
serve as backup to behavioral health mobile crisis teams. 3. All law enforcement agencies have a specialized
response when responding to a behavioral health emergency.

The Marcus-David Peters Act  requires Virginia to develop a crisis continuum, based on the best practice Crisis Now
Model  with Virginia specific adaptations. This continuum includes:

Mobile Crisis Team responses and other teams provide a rapid
response to crisis, with assessment and definitive treatment
conducted in the community, outside of a health care facility.
Response times are required in 1 hour; 90 minute exception for
rural areas.

Regional high-tech 24/7 crisis call centers, operating as
National Suicide Prevention Lifeline/ 988. These call centers are
able to contact the mobile crisis regional hubs for mobile crisis
and other response team deployment.

Short-term crisis stabilization services provide supervised care
to de-escalate the severity of a crisis or need for hospitalization. 

1

2

Marcus Alert Protocol #1 is the primary intersection of the 911 Call Centers and the Marcus Alert. The goal is to have
a "No Wrong Door" approach to a behavioral health crisis response, so if a caller dials 911, the 911 call-taker will
determine if the call is a "Marcus Alert" (see triage framework on reverse side) call. If so, transfer the call to the 988
crisis call center appropriately based on local protocols developed.



How are individuals’ calls routed to the regional crisis call centers?
Calls will be routed based on the caller’s area code, which is the current process for National Suicide Prevention
Lifeline crisis call centers. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has not yet decided whether 988 crisis call
centers will be permitted to use geolocation. 

How will STEP-VA funded mobile crisis teams be dispatched?
STEP-VA mobile crisis teams must be dispatched through the regional mobile crisis hub. GPS-enabled dispatch of
mobile crisis teams will be enabled through the crisis call center data platform.

Which vendor is supporting the Statewide crisis call center data platform?
The vendor Netsmart, and their subcontractor Behavioral Health Link (BHL), will be supporting the crisis call center
data platform. Note that Netsmart and BHL also support the Georgia Crisis and Access Line (GCAL). The call center
data platform is standardized, cloud-hosted platform for all community services boards/behavioral health
authorities, private providers and others to utilize as part of their crisis response system in receiving crisis calls, and
will better serve the individuals and families interacting with the BH crisis system. The standardized platform will also
provide a uniform way to collect and assess data from the data platform.  

Will training be available to help telecommunicators identify Marcus Alert incidents requiring diversion to
988 crisis call center or an alternative response?
As part of the development of the 988 regional call centers, there will be a RFP to develop a high quality training
curriculum meeting all National Suicide Prevention Lifeline standards. DBHDS will work with this vendor to  develop
a telecommunicator-focused basic training that condenses the training into the materials needed to know from the
perspective of a telecommunicator who is collaborating with the call center.

The Act requires a Voluntary Database, what product does the state recommend?
There is not currently a state-supported option for the voluntary database. Localities have begun using resources
that already exist at their agencies while others have purchased new products.

\

One-Pager  

Law Enforcement/PSAP Marcus Alert Team at Dallas.Leamon@dcjs.virginia.gov
Behavioral Health Marcus Alert Team at Marcusalert@dbhds.virginia.gov

This information is accurate as of October 2021; the Marcus Alert is a part of the recently passed Marcus-David Peters Act. The Act's
implementation is actively taking place across Virginia, and changes are imminent. For the most updated information, please contact: 

Frequently Asked Questions

The four-level Marcus
Alert Triage Framework
is a tool for
telecommunicators at
PSAPs and regional 988
crisis call centers to
assess the urgency with
which a response to a
behavioral health crisis
is needed. The local
Marcus Alert plan is
required to complete
more detailed
specifications for each
level, including how it is
defined in the context of
existing protocols and
triage software used by
PSAPs.

Marcus Alert Information Updated October 2021                        

The Four-Level Triage Framework
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NEXT GENERATION 9-1-1 FOUNDATIONS 

The Commonwealth’s 9-1-1 system is dependent on decades old technology and is tethered to voice-centric commu-

nications. It relies on an analog network that is quickly going out of service and places limitations on the reliable deliv-

ery of 9-1-1 service. The Commonwealth is moving forward to evolve 9-1-1 and ensure quality service to its citizens 

and visitors. To accomplish this, the Virginia 9-1-1 Services Board has begun moving to a Next Generation 9-1-1  

(NG9-1-1) system.  NG9-1-1 is based on a modern internet protocol (IP) network, that has the ability to deliver calls to 

the appropriate 9-1-1 center faster, transfer 9-1-1 calls and associated data anywhere needed, interconnect with other 

public safety systems and databases, and in the future, securely receive multimedia communications like text, photos 

and videos. As service providers begin abandoning the legacy circuit-switched technology, the urgency to update the 

9-1-1 infrastructure to NG9-1-1 increases tremendously. Actions to transform the outdated system into a digital net-

work that is faster, more efficient, and has greater capabilities to serve Virginia is currently underway. For up to date 

information visit Virginia’s NG9-1-1 Deployment Dashboard available at:  https://www.vaemergency.gov/resources/

ng9-1-1-deployment/  

 

Transition Planning and Deployments 

Recognizing the need to ensure a timely and comprehensive deployment of this important service, the Virginia 9-1-1 

Services Board contracted for the development of a internet protocol based 9-1-1 network feasibility study in 2014. The 

study, developed through statewide stakeholder input, recommended the Commonwealth implement an emergency 

services internet protocol (IP) network (ESInet), essentially a network-of-networks (much like the internet), to advance 

toward NG9-1-1. Like the internet, there will need to be standards in place to ensure all participants interoperate in a 

secure and appropriate manner. The study recommended over 100 tasks the Commonwealth needs to complete to 

accomplish this goal. Key among them was the establishment of governance for required standards. Working with all 

stakeholder groups, the board determined that it is in the best position to provide that governance and to coordinate 

with surrounding states to ensure seamless interoperability. As a result, they have adopted guiding principles (below), 

and a legislative position that was enacted by the General Assembly. That legislation defined the board’s authority with 

NG9-1-1. As shown in the diagram below, this authority only includes those areas within the red circle which are part of 

the existing 9-1-1 system and have governance through the State Corporation Commission (SCC), Federal Communi-

cations Commission (FCC) or local governments. As one of the board’s guiding principles states, it will take full stake-

holder engagement for NG9-1-1 to be successfully implemented. While the Board’s legislative position addressed gov-

ernance, it does not address sustainable funding for 

NG9-1-1. Currently there is a NG9-1-1 Sustainable 

Funding Committee that has been established and 

tasked with researching and making recommendations 

to the 9-1-1 Services Board.  Visit the dashboard above 

to learn more about the steps localities are taking to 

Guiding Principles 

For a Successful NG9-1-1  

Transition 

 9-1-1 & GIS are essential, local/regional, public 
safety services 

 Address all of 9-1-1 not just NG 

 Stakeholder engagement is needed 

 Services must not be degraded 

 Economies need to be leveraged 

 Doing nothing is NOT an option 

https://www.vaemergency.gov/divisions/911-and-geospatial/
https://www.vaemergency.gov/resources/ng9-1-1-deployment/
https://www.vaemergency.gov/resources/ng9-1-1-deployment/
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Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 

And Next Generation 9-1-1 

GIS in the next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) environment is different than how GIS data is used in legacy 9-1-1  

systems. The core of NG9-1-1 is an emergency services IP network or ESInet. An ESInet contains several NG9-1-1 

core services that perform functions. This includes among other things, validating 

incoming 9-1-1 calls, routing 9-1-1 calls to the correct PSAP, and sending infor-

mation about the location of the call to the call handling equipment (CHE), all of 

which use GIS data.  Therefore, current and accurate GIS data must be provided to 

the ESInet and maintained to perform those functions.  

Because NG9-1-1 relies on locally developed geospatial data for routing 9-1-1 calls 

for service, significant effort needs to be made by each locality to ensure that  

mission critical GIS data layers required for NG9-1-1 (public safety answering point 

boundaries, provisioning boundary, road center lines, address points and  

emergency service boundaries for law, fire, and ems) are evaluated and optimized for use. Each data set must be 

accurate, maintained on a regular, frequent basis and conform to established standards for NG9-1-1. For call rout-

ing to occur accurately, each locality’s PSAP boundary layer must align with adjoining PSAP boundaries to assure 

there are no gaps or overlaps. For GIS data to work in the NG9-1-1 system, each locality’s provisioning boundary 

must align with adjoining provisioning boundaries to assure there are no gaps or overlaps.  

To guarantee the success of current 9-1-1, and NG9-1-1 service, localities must dedicate resources to assure GIS 

data is always current and accurate. The investment in GIS data to support NG9-1-1 also improves its use in other 

areas of locality operations such as; economic development, planning/zoning, tax assessments, emergency  

services and  etc. 

Talking Points: GIS in the NG9-1-1  
Environment 

The following are intended to assist GIS and 9-1-1 profes-

sionals explain the importance of GIS in the NG9-1-1 envi-

ronment. 

 The Virginia 9-1-1 Services Board is implementing 

Next Generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) in the Common-

wealth. 

 The 2016 session of the General Assembly approved 

the 9-1-1 Services Board as the standard setting body 

for NG9-1-1 in the commonwealth. 

 At the center of NG9-1-1 is an Emergency Services IP 

Network or ESInet. 

 The ESInet contains several NG9-1-1 core services that 

validate incoming 9-1-1 calls and route, 9-1-1 calls to 

the correct PSAP, also providing essential data to the 

PSAP. The National Emergency Number Association 

(NENA) has defined and standardized many of these 

functions.  

 NG9-1-1 relies on locally developed geospatial data 

for routing calls. Significant effort is required to en-

sure the geospatial data is evaluated for use in  

NG9-1-1, and provisioned to the NG9-1-1 system. 

 Localities must have resources and processes in place 

to ensure GIS data is current, accurate, and updated in 

NG9-1-1  for the success of current 9-1-1 and NG9-1-1. 

GIS Data Steps For NG9-1-1 

 Verify that a structured 9-1-1 addressing process is 

in place. Make sure updated address information 

is incorporated in GIS and communicated to other 

departments and agencies that rely on physical 

addresses.  

 Verify that local GIS data meets minimum geogra-

phy and attribute standards. Refer to standards 

and recommendations of the state, NENA, and 

your core services provider. (https://

vgin.maps.arcgis.com/)  

 Complete the GIS Onboarding Project to have GIS 

data available in the NG9-1-1 environment before 

the PSAP needs it for testing.  

 Continue regular maintenance uploads of address 

points and road centerlines on a frequency agreed 

to between GIS and the PSAP, keeping data syn-

chronized with PSAP map displays.   

 Utilize VGIN’s GIS Data Report Card to continue 

improving your data for 9-1-1 and other uses.  

 Continue working with neighboring jurisdictions 

to identify and resolve PSAP and emergency ser-

vice boundary issues.  Key personnel: GIS, public 

safety, emergency managers. 

https://www.vaemergency.gov/divisions/911-and-geospatial/
https://vgin.maps.arcgis.com/
https://vgin.maps.arcgis.com/
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Virginia Base Mapping Program 

Orthoimagery 

The Virginia Base Mapping Program (VBMP) provides regularly updated orthoimagery for the entire common-

wealth to maintain a consistent foundation upon which GIS, spatial data, and mapping applications can be de-

veloped and maintained.  This imagery supports federal, state, and local govern-

ment needs.  1 foot pixel resolution (1":200' scale) orthoimagery meeting ASPRS 

Class 1 Accuracy Standards no more than four years old is available free of 

charge.  Funding comes from numerous sources including the Virginia 9-1-1 Ser-

vices Board for the base product, and payments for imagery upgrades and addi-

tional data products from local governments and federal agencies. 

The Commonwealth of Virginia has contracted with the Surdex Corporation for the 

period of 2021 - 2024 to provide aerial data acquisition, ground control, aero-triangulation, digital terrain model 

(DTM), and digital orthoimagery. 

Flight Years and Scheduling 

Base VBMP orthoimagery products have been provided to localities at no cost, 

and on a recurring basis, since 2002.  The 2021-2024 flight cycle provides 

statewide coverage, collecting one-third of the state in each of the first three 

years, working east to west, weather conditions permitting.  Upgrade orders are 

placed by December 15th before each flight year, and acquisition flights occur 

from February to April.  Delivery of final products is expected in the fall of the 

acquisition year.  If purchasing upgrades, at least 50 percent of the payment 

must be made when acquisition is complete and the remaining amount is due at 

delivery of final product(s).  Localities may also use the program to upgrade or 

request off-year flights at contract prices. 

Base VBMP Product 

(On a 4 year cycle) 
12” Pixel Resolution 

Optional Products 
& Services 

6” Pixel Resolution  
3” Pixel Resolution  

True Orthos 
Off-year Flights  

Contours 
Structure Planimetrics 

Full Planimetrics 
LiDAR 

Enhanced Land Cover  
Enhanced Impervious 

Stereo-pairs 

Commitment letters for 
resolution upgrades are due to 

VGIN by: 
December 15 

Flying season begins: 
January 15th 

Standard Deliverables 
On external drive: 

4 Band GeoTiff 
3 Band MrSID 

DEM 
AT Report 

Survey Report 
Metadata 

Locality Mosaic 
Additional mosaics &  

tiles available by request 

For information regarding the 
VBMP Orthoimagery 

Program please contact 
Gerard.Bernhardt@ 
vdem.virginia.gov 

Four-Band Digital Infrared Orthoimagery 

Imagery is collected digitally and includes 4 bands in the GeoTiff format; 3 true 

color and one near-infrared.  This allows for the production of color-infrared (CIR) 

imagery which can be used to extract information such as vegetation, impervious 

surfaces and water features.   

Imagery Web Services 

The latest VBMP orthoimagery is available via web service free of charge.  Access 

current and past imagery through desktop and web GIS applications via: 

https://gismaps.vdem.virginia.gov/arcgis/rest/services.  Support for using services 

is available here.  

https://www.vaemergency.gov/divisions/911-and-geospatial/
https://gismaps.vdem.virginia.gov/arcgis/rest/services
https://vgin.maps.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=fdd6163fa57a4064bd87f5dd8078fbb7
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The GIS Onboarding Project follows a consistent set of steps. This is a brief list.  See Virginia’s NG9-1-1 GIS 
Resources, slides from the Intrado meetings, or Intrado documents for more detail. The actual steps 
needed at this time may depend on the quality of your GIS data and the amount of preparation already 
done.  The chart on the next page assists you once you start uploading layers into the NG9-1-1 system.  

1. GIS Kickoff meeting with NGS and Intrado (1 hour) – NGS will coordinate with you when you are 
eligible. 

2. Ensure that your provisioning and PSAP boundary segments for NG9-1-1 are complete and 
mutually agreed to with your neighbors (variable hours).   

1. Make local copies from the VGIN feature services when all of the segments of your 
polygons are complete.   

2. Note that additional steps apply if your provisioning boundaries do not exactly match your 
PSAP boundaries.  See the GIS Recommendations (part 2). 

3. Review the GIS documents embedded in the AT&T ESInet Overview powerpoint that your PSAP 
received from AT&T and submit the ESInet portal access form to AT&T (variable hours). 

4. Intrado Enterprise Geospatial Database Management System (EGDMS) training (2 hours) to learn 
how to access, load, and field map your GIS data in EGDMS.  Training also covers how to access 
reports.  NGS will invite you when you are eligible. 

5. Upload of provisioning boundary to EGDMS and field mapping (variable hours). 
6. Upload of address points and road centerlines to EGDMS and field mapping (variable hours).  This 

may include: 
1. Research AT&T / Intrado GIS documents, Virginia recommendations, or NENA standards. 
2. Attribution of required or new data fields. 
3. Creation and implementation of extract, transform, and load (ETL) routines. 

7. EGDMS critical error training (variable hours) – Intrado GIS staff / i3 Coach will coordinate with you. 
8. GIS data error resolution until all address point and road centerline critical errors are resolved 

(variable hours). 
9. Preparation and attribution (part 5) of PSAP and emergency service boundary layers  (part 4) 

(variable hours). 
10. Upload of PSAP boundary and fire, law, and EMS emergency service boundary layers, field 

mapping, and EGDMS error resolution (variable hours). 
11. ALI to road centerline report review meeting if needed (about 1 hour) – Intrado GIS staff / i3 Coach 

will coordinate with you. 
12. GIS and/or ALI correction and synchronization work (variable hours). 
13. Agreement that GIS data supports geospatial call routing and moved within Intrado to support the 

Emergency Call Routing Function (ECRF). 
 
 As NG9-1-1 GIS needs shift from the GIS Project to ongoing maintenance (part 6), tasks shift to: 

1. Determining a regular upload frequency with your PSAP (e.g., monthly or quarterly).  
2. Upload on frequency and review upload report for issues that may require resolution. 

 
Virginia NG9-1-1: Onboarding GIS Data for NG9-1-1 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

https://vgin.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=d8426fe09efc4ad1b4fd756e1fb4d47b
https://vgin.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=d8426fe09efc4ad1b4fd756e1fb4d47b
https://vgin.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=d8426fe09efc4ad1b4fd756e1fb4d47b
https://vgin.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=d8426fe09efc4ad1b4fd756e1fb4d47b
https://vgin.maps.arcgis.com/apps/PublicGallery/index.html?appid=d5d90aedbca54b9c90df2833330d2db9
https://vgin.maps.arcgis.com/apps/PublicGallery/index.html?appid=d5d90aedbca54b9c90df2833330d2db9
https://vgin.maps.arcgis.com/apps/View/index.html?appid=44140c92f99244f783c3f1a0577512a0
https://vgin.maps.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=fdd6163fa57a4064bd87f5dd8078fbb7
https://vgin.maps.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=6e87175bd5b946a7b20808b449ca789a
https://vgin.maps.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=6e87175bd5b946a7b20808b449ca789a
https://www.nena.org/page/NG911GISDataModel
https://www.nena.org/page/NG911GISDataModel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gsSXwN_3hY4&feature=youtu.be
https://vgin.maps.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=6e87175bd5b946a7b20808b449ca789a
https://vimeo.com/441073056
https://vgin.maps.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=6e87175bd5b946a7b20808b449ca789a
https://vgin.maps.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=6e87175bd5b946a7b20808b449ca789a
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NG9-1-1 Deployment Date: _______________ 
Operational Readiness Testing (ORT) Date: _______________ 
Step 13 needs to be complete at least two weeks before ORT Date: _______________ 
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